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Revival of the spin-Peierls transition in Cu$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$GeO$_3$ under pressure
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Pressure- and temperature-dependent susceptibility and Raman scattering experiments on single-crystalline Cu$_{0.986}$Zn$_{0.014}$GeO$_3$ have shown an unusually strong increase of the spin-Peierls phase transition temperature upon applying hydrostatic pressure. The large positive pressure coefficient (7.5 K/GPa)—almost twice as large as for the pure compound (4.5 K/GPa)—is interpreted as arising due to an increasing magnetic frustration which decreases the spin-spin correlation length, and thereby weakens the influence of the nonmagnetic Zn substitution. [S0163-1829(98)02013-X]

I. INTRODUCTION

The spin-Peierls (SP) transition$^1$ in low-dimensional magnetic compounds is the magnetic analog of the well-known Peierls transition$^2$ in low-dimensional metals. The interest in this magnetoelastic phenomenon, which has been studied widely in organic compounds in the 1980s,$^3$ has been strongly renewed with the discovery of inorganic materials [CuGeO$_3$ (Ref. 4), α-NaV$_2$O$_4$ (Ref. 5)] exhibiting an unusual phase transition. In particular CuGeO$_3$ has attracted strong experimental and theoretical attention over the past few years.$^6$ There are at least three reasons for this: In the first place CuGeO$_3$ allows for the growth of large single crystals which permits for experiments which were difficult to perform in the past. Second, CuGeO$_3$ allows for well-controlled substitutions (e.g., Cu$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$GeO$_3$, CuGe$_{1-y}$Si$_y$O$_3$) which provides a useful method to study its structural and, in particular, its magnetic properties. A surprising observation is that the SP phase transition is extremely sensitive to substitution (5% of Zn substitution for Cu already makes the SP phase disappear). Equally surprising is that substitutions, which inherently increase the disorder in the system, lead to the formation of a long-range-ordered antiferromagnetic phase at low temperatures.$^7$–$^{10}$

In the third place CuGeO$_3$ cannot be considered as a “classical” spin-Peierls system. The susceptibility in the uniform phase ($T>T_{SP}$) strongly deviates from the Bonner-Fisher behavior$^{11,12}$ and the spin-Peierls transition temperature strongly increases upon applying hydrostatic pressure despite an apparently decreasing nearest-neighbor (NN) exchange interaction.$^{13-15}$ There may be several reasons for the deviations from the classical behavior, notably a frustrating next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) interaction,$^{11,12}$ the two dimensionality of the magnetism in the system,$^{16}$ and the degeneracy of the energy scales for phonon and spin excitations in CuGeO$_3$ which calls for a description of CuGeO$_3$ in terms of mixed spin-phonon excitations rather than more or less decoupled spin and phonon excitations. At present, however, it is still unclear which of the above effects plays the dominant role in CuGeO$_3$, although it has been shown that one can certainly not neglect the frustration in the system induced by the next-nearest-neighbor interactions. The values reported for the frustration in CuGeO$_3$, based on one-dimensional (1D) adiabatic approximations, are in the range from $\alpha = J_{\text{ane}}/J_{\text{nn}} = 0.24$–0.36,$^{11,12}$ and may even be higher in CuGeO$_3$ under hydrostatic pressure.$^{15,17}$ Within the 1D adiabatic approximations one then expects CuGeO$_3$ to have a spin gap, even without dimerization, which is small for $\alpha_x < \alpha \ll 0.5$, but increases strongly upon approaching the Majumdar-Gosh (MG) point ($\alpha = 0.5$).$^{18}$

The influence of nonmagnetic impurities on one-dimensional spin-Peierls systems has been studied theoretically by several authors.$^{19-22}$ One of the main conclusions drawn from these studies is that one cannot consider such an impurity as a local site defect. In fact, it is expected that a nonmagnetic impurity induces local antiferromagnetic correlations over a length scale which is determined by the spin-spin correlation length ($\xi \sim 8$–10 sites$^{19}$). This enhancement of the local antiferromagnetic correlations may explain the extreme sensitivity of the SP phase to substitutions and possibly also$^{23}$ the low-temperature antiferromagnetic (AF) long-range order in Cu$_{1-y}$Zn$_y$GeO$_3$ and CuGe$_{1-y}$Si$_y$O$_3$. Experimentally, evidence for these enhanced correlations may be found in Raman scattering data on substituted compounds.$^{10}$ The Raman phonon modes activated in the SP phase of pure CuGeO$_3$ appear in substituted compounds already at much higher temperatures, and are even observed in compounds having a substitution level for which the SP...
Pressure-dependent experiments on CuGeO$_3$ (Refs. 17 and 24) have shown that $T_{\text{SP}}$ strongly increases upon increasing pressure ($\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p = 4.5$ K/GPa), in good agreement with earlier predictions derived from zero-pressure specific heat and thermal expansion experiments$^{13}$ using the Ehrenfest relation ($\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p = 5$ K/GPa). It has been argued$^{3,17}$ that the pressure dependence of $T_{\text{SP}}$ may be due to a strong positive pressure coefficient of the NNN frustration in CuGeO$_3$ ($\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p > 0$). Recently, thermodynamic experiments on substituted compounds by Lorenz et al.$^{25}$ have led to the surprising prediction that $\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p$ of substituted compounds is enhanced by a factor of 2–3 over that of the pure compound. Motivated by these predictions, we report here on the pressure dependence of $T_{\text{SP}}$ for a Cu$_{0.986}$Zn$_{0.014}$GeO$_3$ single crystal as determined from pressure-dependent susceptibility and Raman scattering experiments. At low pressure, where the above-mentioned prediction should be valid, the susceptibility experiments indeed show a strongly enhanced $\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p$, quantitatively in agreement with the predicted $\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p \approx 8.1$ K/GPa.$^{25}$ In contrast to the pure compound, however, Raman scattering experiments show that the pressure dependence of $T_{\text{SP}}$ strongly deviates from a linear behavior, and approaches the pressure dependence of the pure compound for higher pressures. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sections II and III describe the experimental results of the susceptibility and Raman scattering experiments, respectively. The subsequent section discusses these results in terms of a frustration- (and thus pressure-) dependent spin-spin correlation length. Finally, the last section presents the main conclusions of this paper.

II. SUSCEPTIBILITY

The Cu$_{0.986}$Zn$_{0.014}$GeO$_3$ single crystal was grown from the melt by a floating zone method using an image furnace.$^{26}$ For our measurements of the susceptibility under pressure we use a piece ($5 \times 3 \times 2$ mm$^3$) of the crystal studied in Ref. 25. On the one hand, the specific heat and thermal expansion data presented there prove the high quality of this crystal. On the other hand, using the same sample enables an unambiguous comparison between the measured pressure derivatives of $T_{\text{SP}}$ and the predictions from thermodynamic properties.$^{25}$

The ac susceptibility was measured in a pressure range $0 \leq p \leq 0.43$ GPa with a mutual inductance bridge at a frequency of 6.1 kHz in a magnetic field of about 1 Oe. Both the primary coil and the astatic secondary coils are located inside the Teflon cup of a piston cylinder pressure cell which is similar to that described by Thompson.$^{25}$ A methanol:ethanol (4:1) mixture was used as pressure transmission medium in order to guarantee hydrostatic pressure conditions. The pressure was controlled at low temperatures by simultaneously measuring the superconducting transition temperature of a small piece of lead.

In Fig. 1 the raw data of the ac susceptibility measurements are presented for several pressures. The overall temperature dependence of the ac signal is mainly determined by a smooth background, which does not change strongly as a function of pressure. This background signal is nearly temperature independent above about 12 K and increases at lower temperatures.$^{28}$ Due to this background and its pressure dependence, a precise quantitative extraction of the susceptibility of Cu$_{0.986}$Zn$_{0.014}$GeO$_3$ is not possible. In particular, one cannot separate the Curie-like increase of $\chi$ present in doped CuGeO$_3$ at low temperatures$^{29}$ from the background signal. However, the pronounced anomalies at the spin-Peierls transition, which is associated with a rapid decrease of the susceptibility in a small temperature range, are clearly visible at all pressures. Besides the apparent increase of $T_{\text{SP}}$ we do not find significant pressure dependences of the susceptibility anomaly at the corresponding $T_{\text{SP}}$.

As shown, e.g., in Ref. 30 the spin-Peierls transition temperature can be derived precisely from a sharp maximum of the temperature derivative of the magnetic susceptibility. The $T_{\text{SP}}$ obtained in this way are shown as a function of pressure in Fig. 2. Together with the data we show a line, which represents a pressure derivative of $\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p = 8.1(10)$ K/GPa as predicted from the Ehrenfest relation for $p \to 0$.$^{25}$ The measured, nearly linear, pressure dependence of $T_{\text{SP}}$ up to 0.43 GPa is in excellent agreement with the predicted behavior. Fitting the data obtained from the susceptibility measurements by a linear increase of $T_{\text{SP}}$ reveals an only slightly smaller slope of $\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p = 7.3(3)$ K/GPa. We mention, however, that this slope systematically increases with decreasing pressure range considered for the linear fit. For example, fitting the data up to 0.27 GPa yields 8.2(5) K/GPa, whereas the slope $\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p$ above 0.2 GPa only amounts to 6.3(7) K/GPa. Thus the susceptibility data are also consistent with a slight decrease of $\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p$ with increasing pressure. The susceptibility experiments are particularly suited for the low-pressure region ($p < 1$ GPa), where

![FIG. 1. Raw data of the ac susceptibility measurements (output signals of the lock-in amplifiers) for several pressures. The data are subsequently shifted by $10^{-4}$ V for clarity.](image-url)
FIG. 2. Pressure dependence of $T_{\text{SP}}$ as determined from the susceptibility data of Cu$_{0.986}$Zn$_{0.014}$GeO$_3$ (solid symbols). The lines give the predicted pressure dependences from the Ehrenfest relation [solid line, Cu$_{0.986}$Zn$_{0.014}$GeO$_3$, $\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p = 8.1$ K/GPa (Ref. 25); dashed line, CuGeO$_3$, $\partial T_{\text{SP}}/\partial p = 5$ K/GPa (Ref. 13)].

also the prediction made in Ref. 25 should hold. These low-pressure data are shown in Fig. 2 (solid symbols) which also displays a linear fit to the data (solid line) and the prediction made in Ref. 25 (dashed line). The measured, nearly linear, pressure dependence of $T_{\text{SP}}$ clearly agrees well with the predicted behavior in this pressure range. Comparing the data on Cu$_{0.986}$Zn$_{0.014}$GeO$_3$ presented so far to the results for pure CuGeO$_3$ it is apparent that the pressure derivative in the doped compound is significantly larger. In other words, the reduction of $T_{\text{SP}}$ due to doping with 1.4% Zn decreases from $\approx 3$ K at $p = 0$ to $\approx 2$ K at $p = 0.5$ GPa. Since an extrapolation of our data of doped CuGeO$_3$ would yield the unreasonable result that $T_{\text{SP}}$ increases above the value of pure CuGeO$_3$ at high pressures ($p \geq 2$ GPa), we have studied the behavior in this pressure range using Raman scattering.

III. RAMAN SCATTERING

Pressure- and temperature-dependent Raman scattering experiments have been performed on thin platelets (100 ×100×40 $\mu$m$^3$) of the same Cu$_{0.986}$Zn$_{0.014}$GeO$_3$ single crystal as used for the susceptibility measurements. These platelets were mounted in a clamp-type diamond anvil cell, using a methanol:ethanol mixture as the pressure medium. The cell has subsequently been mounted in a He flow cryostat with a temperature regulation better than 1 K. Polarized Raman spectra have been recorded in a quasi-backscattering geometry using the 514-nm line of an Ar$^+$ laser for excitation and a charge-coupled-device- (CCD-) equipped Dilor-XY spectrometer for detection. The polarizations of incident and scattered light have both been chosen parallel to the $c$ axis of the orthorhombic crystal structure (i.e., along the Cu-O chains).

Typical spectra observed for different pressures at $T = 7$ K are presented in Fig. 3. For atmospheric pressure one observes three strong peaks at 184, 330, and 592 cm$^{-1}$ which have been assigned to $A_g$ modes of the orthorhombic crystal structure. The four additional modes observed at 26, 105, 226, and 370 cm$^{-1}$ are characteristic of the SP phase. The two modes at 105 and 370 cm$^{-1}$ can be assigned to Brillouin zone boundary phonons, and are activated in the SP phase through the magnetic and/or structural cell doubling. The low-frequency mode at 26 cm$^{-1}$ arises due to transitions from the singlet ground state to the lowest magnetic singlet state. The energy of this mode is somewhat smaller than that of the corresponding mode in the pure compound (30 cm$^{-1}$), indicating that Zn-substituted crystals have a smaller spin gap. This is in good agreement with the observed reduction of the transition temperature in Cu$_{0.986}$Zn$_{0.014}$GeO$_3$ ($T_{\text{SP}}$ [Cu$_{0.986}$Zn$_{0.014}$GeO$_3$] $\approx 11$ K, $T_{\text{SP}}$ [CuGeO$_3$] = 14 K). Finally, the broad, asymmetric response, peaking at 226 cm$^{-1}$ is generally thought to arise from two-magnon scattering due to the Fleury-Loudon mechanism, and should reflect a weighted two-magnon density of states.

Similar to the situation in the pure compound, the application of hydrostatic pressure leads to drastic changes in the observed Raman spectra. With increasing pressure the two-magnon peak shifts to lower frequencies (208 cm$^{-1}$ at 2.9 GPa), reflecting an increasing magnetic frustration in the system. In contrast to this, but for the same reasons, the gap-related mode at 26 cm$^{-1}$ rapidly shifts to higher frequencies upon applying pressure. Simultaneously this mode also broadens, and at 2.9 GPa the singlet response is hardly observed anymore. Most likely, this broadening is due to...
FIG. 4. (a) Intensity 370-cm\(^{-1}\) mode in CuGeO\(_3\) as a function of temperature for \(p=0\) (solid symbols), and 1.4 GPa (open symbols). The solid line gives the experimental temperature dependence of the spontaneous strain at \(p=0\) GPa (Ref. 25). Dashed line is a guide to the eye. (b) Intensity of the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) mode in Cu\(_{0.986}\)Zn\(_{0.014}\)GeO\(_3\) as a function of temperature for \(p=0\) (solid symbols), 1.4, and 2.4 GPa (open symbols). The solid line gives the experimental temperature dependence of the spontaneous strain at \(p=0\) GPa (Ref. 25). Dashed lines are a guide to the eye. The inset shows the temperature dependence of the \((2Z)\) polarized spectrum of Cu\(_{0.986}\)Zn\(_{0.014}\)GeO\(_3\) for \(p=1.6\) GPa.

nonhydrostatic effects at higher pressure, as is also reflected in the width of the phonon modes.

A good method to determine \(T_{SP}\) for the pure compound is to monitor the temperature dependence of the singlet mode.\(^{17}\) As is the case for the triplet spin-Peierls gap,\(^{36}\) the energy of the singlet mode strongly decreases upon increasing temperature until it vanishes at \(T_{SP}\). Alternatively, it has been shown that also the intensity of the spin-Peierls active 370-cm\(^{-1}\) phonon may be used to determine \(T_{SP}\).\(^{24}\) The intensity of this mode shows a temperature behavior characteristic for a second-order phase transition, i.e., an intensity which varies as the square of the order parameter. This is demonstrated for CuGeO\(_3\) in Fig. 4(a), which shows a comparison between the temperature dependence of the intensity of the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) phonon (solid symbols) with that of the experimentally determined spontaneous strain (solid line),\(^{25}\) which should vary as the square of the structural order parameter. For the pure compound the above-mentioned methods yield essentially the same results and are in good agreement with the transition temperature obtained using other methods (e.g., thermal expansion, susceptibility, heat capacity), as shown in Refs. 13, 25, and 37.

Since the present data do not allow one to use the singlet response as an indicator for the presence of the SP phase over the whole pressure range, we will use the intensity of the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) mode to determine \(T_{SP}\). As an example, the inset of Fig. 4(b) shows the temperature dependence of this mode for \(P=1.6\) GPa. Relative to the \(\Lambda_s(2)\) mode at 347 cm\(^{-1}\), this mode, which is observed as a relatively strong Lorentziand-shaped mode at \(T=7\) K, rapidly loses intensity as the temperature increases, and finally disappears around \(T_{SP}=18\) K. Figure 4(b) shows the temperature dependence of the intensity of the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) phonon as a function of temperature (normalized to the intensity at the lowest temperature) for \(p=0,1.6,\) and 2.4 GPa. For higher pressure \((p>1\) GPa) the intensity indeed shows the expected behavior; i.e., it qualitatively seems to reflect the squared order parameter of a second-order phase transition. In contrast to this and to the situation in the pure compound, the temperature dependence of the intensity of the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) mode at \(p=0\) does not seem to reflect the square of the structural order parameter. This becomes more clear from a comparison of the temperature dependence of the intensity of the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) mode with the spontaneous strain measured on the same sample [Fig. 4(b), solid line]. Although the spontaneous strain still shows the behavior of a relatively well-defined second-order phase transition with \(T_{SP}=11.5\) K, the intensity of the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) mode drops much more rapidly with temperature and, moreover, remains nonzero up to temperatures well above the phase transition.\(^{38}\) These observations put into question the interpretation of a structurally induced intensity for the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) mode in the SP phase. Indeed, the intensity of this mode in the pure compound also shows a good correlation with the square of the singlet energy (the square of the “magnetic order parameter”). This is not surprising since the singlet energy directly correlates with the SP gap \(\Delta\), which itself is related to the structural order parameter \(\delta\) (\(\Delta=\delta^{2/3}\) within Cross-Fisher theory).\(^{39}\) This indicates that the intensity of the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) mode may not be induced by the structural distortion in the SP phase, but rather by the doubling of the magnetic unit cell.\(^{40}\) It furthermore strongly suggests that the relation between the structural distortion and the size of the SP gap may drastically change upon substitutions, strongly deviating from the Cross-Fisher prediction.\(^{39}\)

IV. DISCUSSION

At low pressures the transition temperature in the substituted compound indeed increases much faster with pressure \((\partial T_{SP}/\partial p=7.5\) K/GPa) as compared to the increase for the pure compound \((\partial T_{SP}/\partial p=4.5\) K/GPa) (see Fig. 2). The steep linear behavior observed for low pressures clearly cannot persist indefinitely. Indeed, the transition temperatures obtained for higher pressure from the Raman data show a pronounced nonlinear behavior at higher pressures (see Fig. 5, solid squares). In this regime, the pressure dependence of the transition temperature for Cu\(_{0.986}\)Zn\(_{0.014}\)GeO\(_3\) approaches that of the pure CuGeO\(_3\) compound.

In order to get some understanding of the strong pressure dependence of \(T_{SP}\) in Cu\(_{1-x}\)Zn\(_{x}\)GeO\(_3\), consider first the strong dependence of \(T_{SP}\) on substitutions. As has been
The consequence of the decreasing correlation length has indeed confirmed this picture. The spatial extent of the impurities is typically of the order of the spin-spin correlation length \( \xi \sim (J/\Delta)^{1/2} \). This immediately explains the strong reduction of the spin-spin correlation length upon substitution, and may possibly also explain the occurrence of a long-range-ordered AF ground state in the substituted crystals. As has been pointed out by Mostovoy and Khomskii, one expects the SP transition to be fully suppressed when the average distance between the impurities becomes of the order of the spin-spin correlation length and thus to a decrease of the influence of the impurities.

The strong increase of the SP with increasing pressure in pure \( \text{CuGeO}_3 \) has been discussed in terms of a strongly increasing frustration. This may, of course, also explain part of the observed increase of the SP transition in the substituted compound. There is, however, a second effect which arises from the increasing frustration and is of importance in the substituted compounds. As the frustration increases, one expects the spin-spin correlation length to decrease. Indeed, at \( \alpha = 0.5 \) (the MG point) one expects the ground state to be formed by singlets pairs and to have a correlation length of exactly two spins. Numerical density matrix renormalization group calculations of the correlation length have indeed confirmed this picture. The consequence of the decreasing correlation length is that the influence of impurities is strongly suppressed upon applying pressure. This actually may explain the observed behavior of the SP transition in \( \text{Cu}_{0.986}\text{Zn}_{0.014}\text{GeO}_3 \). Initially, the increase of the transition temperature is driven by a combination of an increasing frustration and a decreasing influence of the impurities with frustration. At higher pressure the effect of the impurities is strongly suppressed, and the increase of the SP is fully driven by the increasing frustration alone. At these pressures one therefore expects only small differences between the pure and the substituted compounds, in good agreement with the observed behavior.

A further indication of the suppression of the effects of the impurities may be found from the temperature dependence of the intensity of the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) mode [see Fig. 4(b)]. As mentioned in the previous section, at low pressures the behavior of the intensity of this mode does not agree well with the temperature dependence of the structural order parameter. In addition, the mode remains observable at temperatures well above the phase transition. This latter observation is consistent with the idea that the mode is induced by magnetoelastic interactions and the magnetic cell doubling. If indeed the presence of impurities leads to enhanced AF correlations around the impurities, then this also leads to a local magnetic unit cell doubling and, hence, to an activation of the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) mode in the Raman spectra. Of course, at high enough temperatures the intensity should still disappear due to the decreasing correlation length, i.e., the decreasing spatial "size" of the impurities. At high enough pressure (\( p > 1 \) GPa) the temperature dependence of the intensity of the 370-cm\(^{-1}\) mode is again in qualitative agreement with the dependence observed for the pure compound, in good agreement with the idea that the influence of the impurities is strongly reduced for high pressures.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown, by two different methods, that the pressure dependence of the spin-Peierls transition temperature in Zn-substituted \( \text{CuGeO}_3 \) is strongly enhanced over that of the pure compound. The initial-slope data are found to be in excellent agreement with the predictions using the Ehrenfest relation. At higher pressure the pressure coefficient of \( T_{\text{SP}} \) of \( \text{Cu}_{0.986}\text{Zn}_{0.014}\text{GeO}_3 \) approaches that of the pure compound. The strong enhancement at low pressure and the approach to the behavior of the pure compound at high pressure are in good agreement with an increasing frustration in these compounds, which leads to a decreasing correlation length and thus to a decrease of the influence of the impurities.
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